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Abstract. In Thailand, social commerce (s-commerce) is a new development in e-commerce that uses social media to empower customers to interact with sellers and other buyers on the Internet. The advancement of Web technology and social media platform gives rise to s-commerce which can act like a mechanism for businesses and customers to interact. S-commerce reestablished the social aspect of shopping in e-commerce. It especially increases the amount of social behavior in the online environment. In addition, the nature of the second-hand economy has changed significantly with the beginning of online technology, services, and platforms, i.e., the way second-hand product trade is implanted has changed by s-commerce. Inevitably, the related issues of social network marketing and trust between buyers and sellers have been also been a focus of attention for researchers in order to expand the current understanding of this phenomenon, especially regarding technological marketing and users’ trust. Accordingly, the main objective of this study was to systematically review and develop a conceptual framework of s-commerce buying decision model for second-hand product trade in Thailand. This study theorizes the nature of social aspect of online s-commerce behavior. Researchers employ a set of digital marketing mix and a trust model for consumers’ Internet shopping that could explain current online purchase behavior. Finally, this proposed model provides potential factors that affect the buying-decision behaviors of second-hand products through s-commerce in Thailand.
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1. Introduction

The increased internet usage has catalysed the changes to new business models such as electronic commerce (e-commerce), mobile commerce (m-commerce), and click and mortar [1]. E-commerce has become a popular alternative to customers since it is more convenient than conventional offline shopping. According to an Electronic Transactions Development Agency (Public Organization) ETDA survey, the value of e-commerce in Thailand has increased over 14% during 2016 and 2017 and is expected to rise 10% more by 2018, creating a net sale of three billion baht [2]. A recent study shows that more than 70% of consumers rely on users’ comment on social networks in their decision to purchase a product [3]. More than 40% of social media users have purchased a product after it was put on social networking sites (SSNs) such as Facebook or Twitter [4]. The main development of social media and SSNs is to become a new commerce-model, a social commerce (S-commerce) [5] enabling users to conduct selling, buying, comparing, and sharing of information about products and services in e-marketplaces and online communities [6]. S-commerce enables online users to share information and reshapes their information-seeking and sharing behaviour [7]. As s-commerce encourages more one-to-one interactions [8], new design features based on social media and advanced Web capabilities that include list of recommendation, customer rating, comment, social proof, and reciprocity application help enhance customer participation and allow them to acquire...
sufficient information for making a purchase decision. As a result, they create a more trustworthy and sociable online transaction environment [8], [9].

Several retailing sectors have used s-commerce to enhance their businesses, including grocery items, electronics, and performance/event tickets, and offered generous discounts on the products and services. Second-hand product market is one of the business sectors that use s-commerce as a channel to reach their customers. This market has been growing rapidly in Thailand and represents a significant proportion of the global market as second-hand economy. A 2017 ‘second-hand buying’ report has identified that most Australians (86%) prefer buying second-hand products over brand new ones which is motivated by the desire for paying less [10]. Moreover, another Canadian ‘second-hand buying’ report by the Kijiji Second-Hand Economy Index 2017 shows that a total of 1.9 billion goods was granted a second life with a value of $29 billion sales on all second-hand transactions [11]. This implies the considerable potential of second-hand markets in increasing customer demand. Second-hand market has extended from traditional markets to online environment.

This newly interactive online commerce [12] results in a great number of sales in online environment, indicating a significant change of decision-making behavior in making a purchase compared to that of the conventional buying model. Based on several marketing reviews, businesses are integrating social media into their e-commerce to meet specific customer needs [13], [14]. Online second-hand retailers need to understand these new forms of customers’ buying behavior in terms of marketing framework, the types and amounts of products bought, the frequency of purchasing, and the digital channel selected [15]. Customers might be concerned about the remaining life of the product whether it could perform its intended function consistently for a satisfactory long period of time. Thus, consumers are no longer recipients of traditional marketing mix models, but in s-commerce, they positively engage with sellers and other buyers in information sharing. Buyers learn from other buyers’ experiences [16]. Moreover, some sellers failed to implement s-commerce properly, so there have been many complaints about trust, security, and privacy in information exchange [17], [18]. Previous research regarding various forms of e-commerce indicate that lack of trust is one of the most compelling reasons that make consumers hesitate to make an online purchase [18], [19]. Particularly, trust-building is more important for s-commerce than other forms of commerce because s-commerce is built on SNNs, where users create content and share it with other users on their own. Although these positive influences have been widely recognized, the new paradigm of the marketing mix and trust model which s-commerce applies has not been completely understood, nor their impacts on buying decision.

As online resale of used goods is growing, it has been noticed that few researches have been conducted and only on a small fraction of the second-hand market [20]. Previous researches show that online second-hand buying behavior is limited [12][21]. The phenomenon of s-commerce for second-hand products has not been investigated much in the past in terms of consumers’ buying decision behaviour. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to develop a conceptual framework of s-commerce buying decision model for second-hand products in Thailand in order to explain initial factors that might have positive impacts on consumers’ buying behavior indicating purchasing frequency and the number of repurchasing. This operationalization could indicate customer loyalty generation and profits for sellers as well as their gaining of competitive advantages. This framework is based on a marketing mix model for digital products and a trust model for consumer Internet shopping in the domain of information technology management.

2. Literature Reviews

2.1. Social Commerce (Social Commerce)

S-commerce as the evolution of e-commerce [8] refers to the delivery of e-commerce activities and transactions through the social media context [17]. S-commerce is consisting of three main attributes: social technologies (e.g. Web 2.0); community interactions, and business activities. This form of Internet-based and online social media makes people participate actively in the marketing and selling on products and services in online marketplaces and communities [22]. These social media practice and Web 2.0 technologies involve many commercial activities that can assist in consumers’ pre-buying product evaluation, shopping decisions, and post-buying behavior. S-commerce usage could be a good strategy for increasing sales by retaining and
developing both current and new customers [23]. S-commerce is used for firms to present online business online and achieve marketing values [22]. Moreover, consumers tend to be influenced by connecting their social interactions when they are making purchase decisions [24].

2.2. Digital Marketing Mix

Consumer behaviour is changing as a result of access to a variety of online contexts. Digital technologies are changing the environment in terms of reducing information asymmetries between seller and customers. Regarding this, digital marketing is a theme of interests to marketers [24]. Digital marketing describes in terms of the marketing of products and service using digital channels with digital technologies to acquire customers and build their preferences, promotes products or services, retain customers, and increase sales. Previous research suggests that more than 90% of online consumers read reviews before making buying products and more than 60% of all buyers of consumer products are based on user-generated-content [25][26]. Digital technologies are used to facilitate customer to customer interactions through online media such as word-of-mouth, online reviews, and ratings.

In the era of e-commerce, [27] noted that consumer-oriented marketing requires the consideration of the 4Cs marketing mix based on 4Ps traditional marketing mix (product, price, place, promotion) used as the development of marketing mix adapted to the needs of e-commerce [28]. 4 C’s marketing mix is used as a variety of all the factors which managers may leverage to satisfy market needs. Previous research indicated that the 4Cs model is appropriate to study digital products in terms of digital marketing [28][29]. The context of this framework concludes four constructs (customer value, cost, convenience, and communication): 1) concentrating on what customers want or need; 2) decreasing the cost of fulfilling the customer’s demand; 3) purchasing as convenient as possible; and 4) conveying communication with customers as importance. Thus, new digital marketing mix constructs are described. First, customer solution is considered as augmenting the core product with digital service, networking of products using digital technologies to release the dormant value inherent in the products, and morphing products into digital services. Next, customer cost is indicated that the reduction in menu costs associated with digital technologies also leads to opportunities for dynamic pricing and yield management in product and service platforms traditionally sold with list prices. Then, convenience is showed that the rise of new channels form customers and promotions, not only online and mobile, but also social channels, search engines, and e-mail helping firms to provide significant value to customers and also acquire the right customers and increase customer value. Last, communication means that the digital environment provides the way to reach customers and promote products and services via e-mails, display advisements, and social media in order to build brands and affect outcome variables of interest [30][31][32].

2.3. Trust Model for Consumer Internet Shopping

Based on the summary of the different aspects of trust, [33] defined trust as a subjective assessment of the reliability and accuracy of information received or transferred in a business situation. Trust is the main aspect in economic transactions [34], particularly for e-commerce [35] and s-commerce [36]. It showed that this is the most important for the success of e-commerce business [37]. Successful e-commerce platforms are those which could invoke consumers’ trust and lower customers’ risk perception through marketing activities and reliable technologies. [38] suggested that users are more likely to trust e-commerce sites than s-commerce ones over privacy and security. Thus, a trust model for consumer Internet shopping [39] will be used to identify trustworthiness attributes.

First, trustworthiness of Internet merchant is conceptualized trust as a set of specific beliefs including integrity, benevolence, and ability leading to s-commerce trade from buyer perspective [39]. These three constructs indicates the concept of seller reputation. Trust in the online seller is considered as a major construct in this study. Second, trustworthiness of Internet shopping medium is defined as the extent to which consumers trust the computerized medium in terms of interactions with s-commerce [39][40]. This construct explains the perceived technical competence, the perceived performance level, and users’ understanding of specific characteristics and processes governing the behavior of s-commerce. While SNSs usefulness promotes decision for buying trust mechanisms help users cope with risks [41]. These three factors encompass and represent the concept of reliability and usefulness. Last, contextual factors refer to
noteworthy issues of security and privacy in s-commerce [39][42]. Previous research suggested that safety in the transaction is a major factor reducing online purchases and indicated that privacy and security is an important factor influencing trust [43]. Users believe that s-commerce provides a high level of security in terms of transactions and related information [44].

2.4. Online Buying Behavior

In the business model of e-commerce or s-commerce, the importance of trust in consumer purchasing decisions is significant interest to retailers [45] because it is considered to be the most important factor influencing buying behavior [46]. Moreover, marketing can positively influence consumer beliefs about performance on products or services [47] and might reduce the chance of buying [48]. Furthermore, online consumers try to acquire as much information as before buying, while they also engage in customer-to-customer communication, particularly with respect to price and quality [49]. As the complexity of consumers’ buying behaviour, they try to buy products and services as convenience considering on how appropriate of perceived customer cost, security, and performance [50].

3. Conceptual Framework and Hypothesis Development

The purpose of this study is to build a conceptual framework of s-commerce buying decision for second-hand products by using and applying the trust model for consumer Internet shopping and digital marketing mix framework as shown in Figure 1. Based on the trust model, the factors of reputation, reliability, usefulness, privacy, and security will be applicable to find the behavior of buying decision.

![Fig. 1: A conceptual framework.](image)

Reputation is defined as the extent to which buyers believe seller sites are competent or honest and benevolent. Previous research claimed that consumers’ perception of the reputation of e-commerce plays a crucial role relating their trust [51][52]. Also, based on marketing behavior review, reputation is shown to have a positive impact on the buyers’ trust in the seller site [69]. S-commerce users are likely to consider Reputation as a vital factor when buying products or services. Next, reliability is defined as the ability of online retailers to provide the service to meet customer expectation and also fulfill customers’ order precisely [54]. Security refers to a consumer’s perception that the Internet merchant will fulfill security requirements (e.g. authentication, integrity, and encryption) indicating as security features (e.g. a security policy, a security disclaimer, and a safe shopping guarantee). Previous research suggests that insufficient trust in the security and reliability of business transactions over the Internet is a common concern of online consumers [55]. S-commerce users are likely to consider Reliability and Security as important factors when making a decision on buying products or services. Then, privacy is defined as privacy protection behaviors involving behavioural efforts to present privacy loss [56]. Privacy protection refers to a consumer’s perception of the likelihood that the Internet merchant tries to protect consumer’s confidential information acquired during electronic transactions from unauthorized use. Prior research indicated that online buyers do not trust firms to keep their information private even if the firms promise to do so [57]. S-commerce users are likely to
consider Privacy as an important factor when making a decision on buying products or services. Last, usefulness is described as users tend to use an application to the extent they believe it will help them perform [58]. If online users feel that e-commerce is useful, they will likely perceive it to be competent and capable. Then, competency is one of the elements of trust [58][59]. Prior research indicated that usefulness is shown to be a strong factor online trust [61]. S-commerce users are likely to consider Usefulness as an important factor when making a decision on buying products or services. Therefore, this study presents hypotheses as follows:

H1: Reputation will have a positive effect on buying decisions for second-hand products
H2: Reliability will have a positive effect on buying decisions for second-hand products
H3: Privacy will have a positive effect on buying decisions for second-hand products
H4: Security will have a positive effect on buying decisions for second-hand products
H5: Usefulness will have a positive effect on buying decisions for second-hand products

The Digital marketing mix is added to the trust model to explain buying behaviour of s-commerce. There are four factors in this framework. First, a customer wants and needs (products) are defined as anything that can be offered to a market to satisfy a want or need as an oriented model based on customer need [62]. These attributes are as the consumer-centric environment, creating digital value, low search costs, 24/7 trade, information content and accessibility, product reviews, and information support [63]. Customer value is essential to focus on how digital technologies augmenting and transforming the core products. This is an effort in providing new values to consumers. Thus, it is very important to build customer values strategy based on customer needs and the particularly desired product. Next, cost to the customer is considered as the cost customers willing to pay. These attributes are cost reduction, negotiation, segmented pricing, zero-based pricing [63]. Consumers can understand product prices that consumers are able to take and products catering to their particular needs [64]. Consumers also get automatic and tailored comparisons of prices and features, reducing the price in terms of time consuming and effort [65]. Thus, it is necessary to utilise cost as the strategy for helping in buyers’ decision. Then, convenience can be defined as everything that can be done and necessary to smooth the process of exchange [66]. These attributes are online acting as distribution channel, downloadable products and services, real time accessibility, disintermediation and new intermediaries, and direct selling [63]. This main Internet channel as convenience is not the possibility of selling products online, rather its capability to build relations with customers [64]. Last, communication is defined as communicating with the consumer about the sustainability solutions the firm provides through its products and services, and communicate with consumer and other stakeholders [67]. The attributes are mass customization, personalization goods, mediums for conveying information, content publishing, online advertising, and online sales promotion [63]. This online communication is not only to advertise products, but also to build a purchase relation and create a perception of trust in buying. Previous research indicated that Customer, Cost, Convenience, and Communication are positive factors while s-commerce users are buying products and services [68][69]. Furthermore, this study presents further hypotheses as follows:

H6: Customer value will have a positive effect on buying decisions for second-hand products
H7: Cost to the customer will have a positive effect on buying decisions for second-hand products
H8: Convenience will have a positive effect on buying decisions for second-hand products
H9: Communication will have a positive effect on buying decisions for second-hand products

4. Conclusion

This study has proposed a conceptual framework of s-commerce buying decision for second-hand products. It is based on the trust model for consumer Internet shopping and constructs of digital marketing mix to investigate behavioral of buying decision for s-commerce users. The further empirical study will be carried out by the questionnaires and will be analysed by using structural equation modelling techniques. This model will provide a useful tool to understand and predict factors affecting the s-commerce buying decision for second-hand products.
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